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• [11:35] **Panel Discussion** – All
Imagine a world
Imagine a world in which all healthcare systems speak the same language with the same meanings covering all healthcare.
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"PCAST has also concluded that to achieve these objectives it is crucial that the Federal Government facilitate the nationwide adoption of a universal exchange language for healthcare information"
2013 Workshop on "RDF as a Universal Healthcare Exchange Language"

• 32 participants

• Ended up creating the Yosemite Manifesto . . .
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- 100+ signatures at http://YosemiteManifesto.org/
- Led to Yosemite Project in 2014
Yosemite Manifesto
on RDF as a Universal Healthcare Exchange Language

1. RDF is the best available candidate for a universal healthcare exchange language.
2. Electronic healthcare information should be exchanged in a format that either: (a) is an RDF format directly; or (b) has a standard mapping to RDF.
3. Existing standard healthcare vocabularies, data models and exchange languages should be leveraged by defining standard mappings to RDF, and any new standards should have RDF representations.
4. Government agencies should mandate or incentivize the use of RDF as a universal healthcare exchange language.
5. Exchanged healthcare information should be self-describing, using Linked Data principles, so that each concept URI is de-referenceable to its free and open definition.
"1. RDF is the best available candidate for a universal healthcare exchange language."

• Several reasons:
  – Self describing
  – Easy to map from other data representations
  – Captures information content instead of syntax
  – Multi-schema friendly
  – Enables inference

• See: Why RDF as a Universal Healthcare Exchange Language?
  http://dbooth.org/2014/why-rdf/
"2. Electronic healthcare information should be exchanged in a format that either: (a) is an RDF format directly; or (b) has a standard mapping to RDF."

• Q: Convert all data to RDF format?
• A: No! Convert only:
  – If recipient does not understand the sender's data format or semantics; or
  – To determine the data's normative meaning
"3. Existing standard healthcare vocabularies, data models and exchange languages should be leveraged by defining standard mappings to RDF, and any new standards should have RDF representations."

- Allows RDF to act as a universal information representation across all healthcare information standards
RDF as a common semantic representation

```
<Observation ...>
  <system value="http://loinc.org"/>
  <code value="3727-0"/>
  ...
</Observation>
```

```
HL7 v2.x
OBX|1|CE|3727-0^BP|systolic, sitting|120|mmHg|
```
"4. Government agencies should mandate or incentivize the use of RDF as a universal healthcare exchange language."

- Healthcare providers and vendors have no natural business incentive to make their data interoperable to others
"5. Exchanged healthcare information should be self-describing, using Linked Data principles, so that each concept URI is de-referenceable to its free and open definition."

• Clickable URIs for concepts:
  – Easy to find the definition
• "Free and open definition":
  – Encourages interoperability
How would RDF work as a universal healthcare exchange language?
If sender and receiver speak the same format and semantics . . .

I have HL7 v2.x

I want HL2 v2.x!

HL7 v2.x

OBX|1|CE|3727-0^BpSystolic, sitting||120||mmHg|

No need for translation
If sender and receiver speak different format or semantics . . .

I have HL7 v2.x

I want FHIR!

Translation needed!
Lift and Drop

- Lift: Maps to RDF
- Drop: Maps from RDF
- Simple syntactic translation
- Retains data models and vocabularies
If Sender and Receiver use the same data model and vocabularies:

- Translate HL7 v2.x to RDF
- Translate RDF to FHIR
Translation with semantic alignment

- Usually semantic alignment is required
  - RDF-to-RDF translation
  - Done with SPARQL rules or other methods
- RDF acts as a universal information representation
  - Enables sharable translation rules
Same information, but different data models and vocabularies

- Both are RDF
- RDF supports inference
  - Good for model and vocabulary translation
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• [11:35] Panel Discussion – All
BACKUP SLIDES
What if the data does not map?

- Requires intervention
- Can display RDF-enabled default view
Standard Vocabularies in UMLS

AIR ALT AOD AOT BI CCC CCPSS CCS CDT CHV COSTAR CPM CPT CPTSP CSP CST DDB DMDICD10 DMDUMD DSM3R DSM4 DXP FMA HCDT HCPCS HCPT HL7V2.5 HL7V3.0 HLREL ICD10 ICD10AE ICD10AM ICD10AMAE ICD10CM ICD10DUT ICD10PCS ICD9CM ICF ICF-CY ICPC ICPC2EDUT ICPC2EENG ICPC2ICD10DUT ICPC2ICD10ENG ICPC2P ICPCBAQ ICPCDAN ICPCDUT ICPCFIN ICPCFRE ICPCGER ICPCHEB ICPCCHUN ICPCITA ICPCNOR ICPCPOR ICPCSPA ICPCSWE JABL KCD5 LCH LNC_AD8 LNC_MDS30 MCM MEDLINEPLUS MSHCZE MSHDUT MSHFIN MSHFRE MSHGER MSHITA MSHJPN MSHLAV MSHNOR MSHPOL MSHPOR MSHRUS MSHSCR MSHSPA MSHSWE MTH MTHCH MTHHH MTHICD9 MTHICPC2EAE MTHICPC2ICD10AE MTHMST MTHMSTFRE MTHMSTITA NAN NCISEER NIC NOC OMS PCDS PDQ PDNS PPAC PSY QMR RAM RCD RCDAE RCDSA RCDSY SNM SNMI SOP SPN SRC TKMT ULT UMD USPMG UWDA WHO WHOFRE WHOGER WHOPOR WHOSPA
Standard Vocabularies in UMLS

Over 100!
How Standards Proliferate:
(See: A/C chargers, character encodings, instant messaging, etc.)

SITUATION: There are 14 competing standards.

14?! Ridiculous! We need to develop one universal standard that covers everyone's use cases. Yeah!

SITUATION: There are 15 competing standards.
Why does this happen?

And what can we do about it?
Why do standards proliferate?

1. Problem complexity

• Healthcare domain is huge
  – Many medical specialties
  – Administrative and business aspects
  – Research, biology, chemistry, etc.
  – Connects with everything else!

• Need the ability to represent:
  – Any data model
  – Any vocabulary
  – Any granularity
Why do standards proliferate?

1. Problem complexity

- Infeasible to standardize everything at once

- Need to divide and conquer
  - Standardize first, and interconnect later
Standards trilemma: Pick any two

- Comprehensive: Handles all use cases
- Good: High quality
- Timely: Completed quickly
Why do standards proliferate?

2. Diverse Requirements

• Different uses need:
  – Different data
  – Different granularity of data

• No such thing as a perfect standard
WARNING: Data users are myopic

• Each user thinks his/her use case is the most important
  – Ignores other use cases
The granularity dilemma

Different uses want different granularities!

Simplicity!
The granularity dilemma

Different uses want different granularities!
Need the ability to:

- Use all available information
- Ignore unwanted information
Why do standards proliferate?

3. Changing requirements

• Healthcare changes
• Technology changes
• New standards address deficiencies of old ones

Need the ability to:
• Continuously accommodate new standards/versions
• Relate old and new
• Translate between them
Why do standards proliferate?

4. Misaligned Incentives

• Proprietary interests
• Proprietary "standards"

Need:
• Free and open data models & vocabularies
• International, vendor-neutral